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Ripensarsi digitali: dalle 
visite virtuali alla relazione 
con i clienti. 

Viaggio nel turismo del 
futuro (che è già presente)



Microsoft’s Mission

Empower every person and
every organization on the
planet to achieve more

Giulia Bar
Microsoft Italy
Responsabile Scuole e Musei & 
Biblioteche

LinkedIn: linkedin.com/in/giulia-bar



Agenda

• Digital Transformation di L&M –
MS ETF

• Nuove modalità di engagement del 
visitatore

• Beyond the Walls

• Enhanced visitor experience



A New World Brings New Challenges

*Pew Research

Changing Consumption Channels

Competition for attention from new digital content providers*

Underserved by Technology Companies

Investment in tech innovation by tech companies has not been prioritized for this 

sector

Gap Between L&M and Other Industries

Shifting identities of L&M is driving increasing need for awareness of digital 

transformation



Revolutionizing an organization may be a 

huge challenge, but it is also an exciting 

opportunity.

The opportunity to fundamentally change 

lives and shift the trajectory of people 

everywhere.

Digital 

Transformation: 

Paving the Way to 

the Future
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COVID saw 
Museums closing in 
Italy and around the 
world, raising the 
question….



What is left of a Museum 
when the building is taken 
away?



Crisis is the 
mother of  
innovation



As a result of COVID-19, Museums are

Mission

Seeing technology 
as a strategic 

enabler of their 
mission, in 

addition to the 
building

Revenue

Looking for new 
sources of revenue 
beyond in-person 

visits and 
leveraging 

technology to do 
this

New Channels

Looking for new 
ways to 

authentically 
engage beyond “in 

building” 
experiences



Limiting a Museum 
experience to the 
building is actually 
an artificial 
constraint



The building might be 
closed but it doesn’t mean 
the Museum is closed



The problem is how to continue connection of 
schools and visitors with culture while Museum 

buildings in Italy are closed!



Technology allows 
us to expand reach 
of a Museum 
beyond a city, and 
beyond a country

We don’t want to eliminate the 
building but we want to add to it to 
create a greater Museum ecosystem.



This benefits 
everyone. It brings 
the world closer, 
exposes more people 
to more cultures. 



Museums leveraged digital to reach their audience and in the 
process found it…

EXPANDED ACCESS TO THE 
MUSEUM

EXPANDED REACH OF THE 
MUSEUM



Enhanced Visitor

Experience

Reinvent how visitors engage with your institution 

with new and connected experiences.





Engagement sincrono e asincrono

Skype in the 
Classroom

Flipgrid

01
Minecraft

02
Teams Live Events to 
reach multiple 
schools at once 

03



Prima c’era Skype 
in the Classroom



• Piattaforma
di social 
learning 

• 10 M 
/month

• 180 Paesi







But this is only 
the start of 

what is possible







Musée des Plans-Reliefs



Using computer vision, the 
HoloLens app highlights 
features of the model and 
provides more information 
to visitors via photos 
within their field of view, 
as well as audio narration

Increasingly, augmented 
reality is giving museums 
the tools to update their 
collections to engage 
modern audiences



CMA
Cleveland 

Museum of Art

Open Access



The museum launched its second 

iteration of an innovative, interactive 

gallery. ARTLENS Gallery uses 

gesture-sensing, eye-tracking, and 

facial-recognition technology to help 

visitors view art through the lens of 

composition, symbols, purpose, 

gesture, and emotion—and along the 

way, develop a framework for looking 

at art more broadly at CMA and 
beyond.



What will you 
do next to go 
beyond?



Grazie per la 
vostra 
attenzione!


